bends

touch screen

release the lock on the bottom to convert to cell phone

there's lock to hold them tight
Audience: Males (but females can also use it of course)

Motivation: I just saw a writing on the internet saying that cell phones carrying in a pant's pocket reduces the number of sperms. I thought it might be good to make the cell phone so that it can be carried around in a way other than putting in a pocket. I noticed that cell phones are, for many people, also used as clock, so I thought it is good to combine wristwatch and cell phone. The cell phone is long since it has to wrap around one's wrist but it is not a bad thing to be long because it can be long enough so that the mic be near mouth and speaker near an ear. I did not want to get rid of the number pad because I see that many old people have trouble using new cell phones because it is not so familiar to them. After a century, the old people will be like us who are used to the number pad and to have them use the cell phone easier, I thought it's probably better to leave the number pad system on it. There is a release button that will release the bottom of the phone in wristwatch mode and transform into cell phone mode. The button pressed will be almost the same as the ones we have today.